Pre-processing in biochemometrics: correction for path-length and temperature effects of water in FTIR bio-spectroscopy by EMSC

The term 'biochemometrics' is proposed. Methodology is presented for simplifying high-resolution phenotyping measurements, in terms of multivariate modelling methods in order to stabilise FTIR bio-spectroscopy data. Irrelevant gas contributions from water vapour and CO2 in the instrument light path are modelled and removed, in order to avoid having to wait for N-2 purging. Variations in the infrared spectroscopy (IR) spectrum of water with temperature are described in terms of two model component spectra. These additive water variations are quantified and eliminated by Extended Multiplicative Signal Correction (EMSC), along with various physical signal variations of additive and multiplicative nature due to, for example, sample or instrument temperature. Sample temperature is predicted from the EMSC model parameters. The models developed for Attenuated Total Reflection (ATR) measurements of pure water at different temperatures are tested successfully in independent water samples as well as in the in vivo monitoring of Candida albicans growing and decaying on the ATR crystal of the same instrument.
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Near-infrared spectra of Penicillium camemberti strains separated by extended multiplicative signal correction improved prediction of physical and chemical variations

Different methods for spectral preprocessing were compared in relation to the ability to distinguish between fungal isolates and growth stages for Penicillium camemberti grown on cheese substrate. The best classification results were obtained by temperature- and wavelength-extended multivariate signal correction (TWEMSC) preprocessing, whereby three patterns of variation in near-infrared (NIR) log(1/R) spectra of fungal colonies could be separated mathematically: (1) physical light scattering and its wavelength dependency, (2) differences in light absorption of water due to varying sample temperature, etc., and (3) differences in light absorption between different fungal isolates. With this preprocessing, discriminant partial least squares (PLS) regression yielded 100% correct classification of three isolates, both within the cross-validated calibration set and in two independent test sets of samples.
Relationships between storage protein composition, protein content, growing season and flour quality of bread wheat

The storage protein composition from the Glu-1, Glu-3 and Gli-1 loci encoding high and low molecular weight glutenin subunits (HMW-GS and LMW-GS) and gliadins, respectively, was determined on 30 wheat (T aestivum L) genotypes from three growing seasons. The gliadins and the LMW-GS were identified as gliadin/LMW-GS pairs. All samples were analysed by two one-dimensional electrophoretic techniques, and selected samples were also subjected to two-dimensional electrophoretic separation. Different statistical/data-analytical techniques were evaluated in the study of how the presence or absence of the protein alleles, the protein content and the growing seasons are related to flour quality.

The year of growth had a large impact on mixograph peak time. When predicting mixograph peak time from the presence or absence of significant proteins and the year of growth, 70% of the variability in mixograph peak time could be explained, whereas only 49% of the variability could be explained when the year of growth was deleted from the model. Protein had no effect on mixograph peak time as expected, and the well-known positive effect of HMW-GS 5 + 10, and the negative effects of 2 + 12 and 6 + 8 was observed. Furthermore, some of the gliadin/LMW-GS combinations influenced mixograph peak time significantly. The gliadin/LMW-GS at the combined Gli-Al, Glu-A3 loci b;f was positively related to mixograph peak time, whereas f;f and a;a was negatively related. Although the LMW-GS component f of the alleles b;f and f;f alleles appear similar on one-dimensional gels, two-dimensional separation of selected samples may suggest that the f components in these alleles are different proteins. Cross-validated partial least squares regression combined with empirical uncertainty estimates (jack-knifing) of the parameters estimated in the model, gave similar results to ANOVA in identifying quality related protein alleles. The applicability of the multivariate approach in proteomics is, however, much wider.
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Sensory analysis for magnetic resonance-image analysis: Using human perception and cognition to segment and assess the interior of potatoes

The human ability to detect, interpret, assess and report visual stimuli is employed for qualitative and quantitative image analysis. Cross-sectional T, weighted MR images were acquired from a series of intact potatoes. Descriptive sensory image analysis was performed on the images. The sensory results were compared to conventional computer-assisted grey tone intensity histogram descriptors. A total of 60 tubers (2 varieties x 2 storage times x 15 replicate tubers) were submitted to MR-imaging. A trained panel of 9 assessors, used 16 sensory descriptors to assess the images. These descriptors were developed by the panel during preliminary training sessions, and consisted in definitions of various biological compartments inside the tubers. The results from the sensory and the computer-assisted image analyses of the shape and interior structure of the tubers were related to the experimental design and to the dry matter content of the individual tubers, by partial least-squares regression (PLSR). Finally, predictive modelling of sensory image description from computer-assisted image analysis was attempted. The results showed that both the sensory and the computer-assisted image analyses were able to detect differences between varieties as well as storage times. The sensory image analysis gave better discrimination between varieties than the computer-assisted image analysis presently employed, and was easier to interpret. Some sensory descriptors could be predicted from the computer-assisted image analysis. The present results offer new information about using sensory analysis of MR-images not only for food science but also for medical applications for analysing MR and X-ray images and for training of personnel, such as radiologists and radiographers.

(C) 2002 Elsevier Science Ltd.
Analysis of designed experiments by stabilised PLS Regression and jack-knifing

Pragmatical, visually oriented methods for assessing and optimising bi-linear regression models are described, and applied to PLS Regression (PLSR) analysis of multi-response data from controlled experiments. The paper outlines some ways to stabilise the PLSR method to extend its range of applicability to the analysis of effects in designed experiments. Two ways of passifying unreliable variables are shown. A method for estimating the reliability of the cross-validated prediction error RMSEP is demonstrated. Some recently developed jack-knifing extensions are illustrated, for estimating the reliability of the linear and bi-linear model parameter estimates. The paper illustrates how the obtained PLSR "significance" probabilities are similar to those from conventional factorial ANOVA, but the PLSR is shown to give important additional overview plots of the main relevant structures in the multi-response data. The study is part of an ongoing effort to establish a cognitively simple and versatile approach to multivariate data analysis, with reliability assessment based on the data at hand, and with little need for abstract distribution theory [H. Martens, M. Martens, Multivariate Analysis of Quality. An Introduction, Wiley, Chichester, UK, 2001].
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Reliable and relevant modelling of real world data: a personal account of the development of PLS Regression

Why and how the Partial Least Squares Regression (PLSR) was developed, is here described from the author's perspective. The paper outlines my frustrating experiences in the 70'ies with two conflicting and equally over-ambitious
and oversimplified modelling cultures - in traditional chemistry and in traditional statistics. It describes my mental progress of first learning to combine them into least squares "unmixing" of known chemical mixtures, and later extending this into the "unscrambling" of partially unknown structures as well. The bi-linear regression framework is summarised in terms of the development from Principal Component Regression into the PLSR. Finally, the versatility of the PLSR is discussed in light of the urgent need for better education in scientific data analysis.
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Modified Jack-knife estimation of parameter uncertainty in bilinear modelling by partial least squares regression (PLSR)
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Multivariate analysis of quality
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Power of experimental designs, estimated by Monte Carlo simulation
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Sensory profiling data studied by partial least squares regression
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Variable selection in near infrared spectroscopy based on significance testing in partial least squares regression
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Multivariate data analysis for more effective R&D and better quality control in the laboratory
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